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2.0 Summary 

Archival and botanic evidence suggests that parts of Badock’s Wood are ancient 

woodland, with a long history of human activity. This survey aimed to record features 

indicating human relations with the woodland. The survey was performed in January 

2017 and covered most of the woodland interior and boundaries, through regular 

transects. Woodbanks were recorded, suggesting medieval coppicing, while veteran 

stools indicate the continued harvesting of wood into the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries. Quarrying has impacted upon the woodland landscape, as has the use of 

the wood as a nineteenth century pleasure ground. This survey has highlighted 

features reflecting centuries of human relations with the woodland. Future 

management should aim to protect these features. 

 

3.0: Introduction  

3.1 Location 

Badock’s Wood is located between Westbury-on-Trym and Southmead, northwest 

Bristol, centring on grid reference (GR) ST57918 77704 (fig. 1).  The wood is a 

popular location for city dwellers keen to enjoy a wooded environment.  

 

Figure 1: Location of Badock’s Wood  

Crown Copyright: Ordnance Survey 
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3.2 Environmental Context 

The wood is formed of four steep-sided valleys following the river Trym from east to 

west, a small tributary from the south, and a dry valley from the north, covering an 

area of approximately sixteen acres (fig. 2). 

The wood is a Local Nature Reserve of semi-natural broadleafed woodland (National 

Vegetation Classification W8 ash-maple Fraxinus excelsior- Acer campestre), with a 

distribution of ancient woodland indicator plants suggestive of long-term woodland 

cover (AWT and FOBW 2012, 5).   

Limestone outcrops are visible throughout the wood, revealing the underlying 

geology of Black Rock Series Carboniferous Limestone (Mapapps.bgs.ac.uk, 2017). 

3.3 Archaeological and historical context 

A Bronze Age round barrow is situated in the field adjoining the northeast boundary 

of the wood. Roman coins have also been found in the northeast field, as well as 

during nineteenth century quarrying immediately to the southeast (Bryant 2001, 3). 

The wood lies within the Westbury-on-Trym parish, which dates from at least the 8th 

century. Southmead, to the east of the wood, is associated with a twelfth century 

 
Figure 2: Current map of Badock’s Wood  

Crown Copyright: Ordnance Survey 
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Magdalenian nunnery and fourteenth century manor house. Holmwood House and 

Greenway Farm were nineteenth century structural features west and north of the 

wood (Bryant 2001, 3).  

The wood formed part of the estate of the Llewellin family from 1768 to 1871, the 

Green family from 1871 to 1904 and Dr. S.H. Badock from 1905. The wood was 

gifted as a public park by Dr. Badock in 1937 (Bryant 2001, 11). 

‘Tenn acres…of Coppice’ specified as part of land demised in 1691, is highly likely to 

refer to what is now Badock’s wood (Bryant 2001, 9). The earliest known map (1817) 

shows the study area as wooded (fig. A1, appendix 10.1). The 1841 tithe map and 1st 

edition Ordnance Survey of 1881 show the wood and its boundaries (figs.3 and A2, 

appendix 10.1). The 1881 map also indicates rides and water features within the 

wood, as well as quarrying activities in the vicinity. 

 
Figure 3: 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, 1881  

Crown Copyright: Ordnance Survey 
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3.4 Survey aims 

The survey aimed to record features which suggest past human relations with the 

woodland. Features include: 

 Banks, ditches, pits, mounds, platforms and walls 

 Notable trees 

o Ancient or veteran 

o Managed 

The survey also aimed to highlight archaeological features to the current managers, 

in order to enrich understanding of the woodland and inform management strategy. 

 

3.5 Methodology 

A limited desktop study of cartographic and secondary documentary materials was 

performed. 

Base maps were drawn up combining Ordnance Survey and LIDAR data. 

Transects were followed along each section and boundary of the wood, with 

distances between transects gauged to allow visual coverage of the wood.  

Features were recorded on forms, then located through taped or paced 

measurements from fixed reference points visible on the base maps. Features were 

measured with a tape and an adapted DistoX2 clinometer with 3 axis compass, and 

photographed with a digital camera (Panasonic DMC-LX2). 

Trees with a diameter greater than approximately 50cm at breast height (1.3m), were 

recorded by species, location and girth or diameter. Girth was measured by tape, 

diameter through estimation with a one metre ranging pole. A selection of trees, 

representative of the range encountered in the wood, were recorded in more detail.  

The abundance of hazel (Corylus) was assessed every 50m along each transect, 

according to the following criteria: 

Less than 5 hazel within a 

15m circumference: 

5-15 hazel within a 

15m circumference: 

More than 15 hazel within 

a 15m circumference: 

Absent or in low numbers Frequent Abundant  
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4.0: Field Results  

The surveys were conducted 3-5 and 24-25 January 2017. 

The results are located by grid reference numbers (GR) or by zone (fig. 4). 

4.1 Notable trees 

Please note that unless otherwise stated, all oaks in this report refer to pedunculate 

oaks (Quercus robur).  

The species, girth and location of 106 maiden trees were recorded (table A1, 

appendix 10.2). A further 52 trees altered through cutting were also recorded (table 

A2, appendix 10.2). Ten trees were examined in detail (table 1). Girths and 

diameters were converted to approximate ages using White’s method (1998, 1-6). 

Based on cartographic, archival and botanic evidence, tree growth rates were 

assumed to reflect continual woodland conditions over the last 500 years. 

 

 

Figure 4: Map of zones assigned to wood 
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Table 1: Details of selected trees. See also tables A1 and A2, appendix 10.2  
Dbh- diameter at breast height (1.3m) 

Tree 
identification 
number 

Location 
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ 
high refers to 
placement on 
slope 

Species Type 

Diameter 
(cm) at 
1.3m or 
as 
specified 

Further details 

Distribution of 
trees of same 
species & 
similar 
morphology 

Photo 

S.13 2a high Ash Maiden 102 
Bark loss, dead wood 
in canopy, ivy, gnarled 
branches 

North section: 3 
East section: 3 
South section: 1  
West section: 2 

Fig.5 

S.23 3c low 
Horse 
chestnut 
(Aesculum) 

Maiden, 
possibly 
pollarded 

169 
Hollowing, water 
pools, decay holes, 
slightly gnarled base 

North section: 1 
East section: 9 
West section: 1 

Fig.6 

S.40 4b low Oak  Maiden 100 
Burls on trunk, slightly 
gnarled on trunk, ivy 

North section: 10 
East section: 12 
(all in south side) 
South section: 3  
West section 3 
Centre: 3 

Fig.7 

A.14 5b low Ash 

Coppice 
3 shoots, 
largest= 
51cm dbh 

102 at 
30cm 

Burls on trunk, slightly 
gnarled base 

South section: 15 
(mainly on west 
side)  
West section: 2 
on north boundary 

 

A.18 6a low Ash 

Coppice 
4 shoots, 
largest= 
19cm dbh 

113 at 
base 

Hollowing, water 
pools, decay holes, 
slightly gnarled base, 
burls on base, ivy 
(8cm diameter) 

As above Fig.9 

A.29 6b high 
Field maple 
(Acer 
campestre) 

Coppice 
5 shoots, 
largest= 
30cm dbh 

131 at 
base 

Hollowing, bark loss, 
many burls, ivy (8cm 
diameter) 

South section: 1  
West section: 4 
on north boundary 

Fig.10 

A.31 7a low Hazel 

Coppice 
4 large 
shoots- 
largest= 
24cm dbh 
10-15 
shoots 2-
10 mm 
dbh 

78 at 5cm 

Burls on trunk, bark 
loss, lichen & moss, 
decay holes, slightly 
gnarled 

Note- individual 
hazel not fully 
recorded 
North section: 4  
East section: 6 
South section: 1  
West section: 6 

Fig.11 

S.93 7b low 
Beech 
(Fagus) 

Maiden 116 

Hollowing, decay 
holes, pools and burls 
on base, slight bark 
loss, ivy, lichen, moss 

West section: 10 Fig.8 

S.94 7b high Oak 
Maiden, 
possibly 
pollarded 

99 

Burls on trunk, small 
amount dead wood in 
canopy, slightly 
gnarled, ivy 

As above  

A.48 8a on bank Ash 

Coppice 
or layered 
3 shoots- 
largest= 
60cm dbh 

108 at 
20cm 

Wall stones visible 
between roots, small 
amount of hollowing, 
burls and dead wood 
in canopy, bark loss, 
slightly gnarled base, 
ivy (11cm diameter) 

As above  
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Figure 7: Oak maiden S.40, east 
section (4b low) 
Photo: Author 

 

Figure 6: Horse chestnut maiden or 
pollard S.23, east section (3c low)  
Photo: Author 
 

 

Figure 8: Beech maiden S.93, west 
section (7b low) 
Photo: Author 

 

Figure 5: Ash maiden S.13, north 
section (2a high) 
Photo: Author 
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Figure 9: Ash stool A.18, south section (6a low) 
Photo: Author 

 

Figure 10: Field maple stool A.29, growing on top of wall 
remains, south section (6b high) 
Photo: Author 

 

Figure 11: Hazel stool A.31, west section (7b low) 
Photo: Author 
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Hazel stools are found throughout most of the wood, with higher concentrations 

along north facing slopes (fig. 12). Many stools are less than 60 cm diameter at the 

base, although examples up to 150cm in diameter were recorded (table 1 and table 

A2, appendix 10.2). Due to time constraints, the survey did not record every stool 

within the wood. 

4.2 Boundaries  

Please note that ‘inside’ refers to the woodland side of boundaries. 

Banks were recorded along five of the wood’s boundaries (figs. 13-16, 18-20, and 

table 2). An associated ditch was observed outside of the bank, along sections of 

boundaries 1, 2 and 8 (fig.s 15, 16 and 19). The remains of a limestone and mortar 

wall are found along boundaries 6 and 7 (fig. 17). This is on top of a bank along 

 

Figure 12: Relative abundance of hazel stools at Badock’s Wood 
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boundary 7. Boundary 6 is on the edge of the scarp, with high levels of abandoned 

garden waste. It is consequently difficult to see a definite bank under the wall. 

Stonework can be seen set into the inside of the boundary 3 bank and the outside of 

the boundary 8 bank (fig. 20-21). Multistem trees were recorded on top of the banks 

and wall at boundaries 1, 3, 6 and 8 (figs. 10 and 22). Ten box trees (Buxus) are 

located on top of the bank of boundary 8 (table 2). A cut section of box suggests an 

age of c.80 years. Boundaries 4 and 5 have been encroached upon by housing 

developments, such that it is difficult to discern any pre-development features.  

 

 

 
Figure 13: Map of boundary features at the wood 
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Figure 14: Bank profiles, drawn to scale. The woods are located to the right of each profile 
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Table 2: Boundaries details 

Boundary: 
location, length, 
starting point for 
measurements  

Bank Ditch  Other features/ comments 

1. North section 
(West side) 
165m  
Starting at south 
end (GR: ST 
57896 77732) 

0- c.135m: clearly visible 
c.135-160m: not visible 

0- c.75m: clearly 
visible  
c.75-135m: faint  
c.135-160m: not 
visible 

4 hazel on bank, largest= 95cm diameter at base 
 
Field maple on bank- 55cm dbh, hollowing, many 
burls 

2. North section 
(East side) 
180m  
Starting at south 
end (GR: ST 
57947 77765) 

0-c.25m: 
clearly visible decreasing 
in size northwards 
c.25-75m: intermittent 
c.75-180m: not visible 

0- c.25m: 
clearly visible 
c.25-75m: visible but 
intermittent c.75-
180m: not visible 

Area to east landscaped during 1950s 

3. East section 
(North side) 
365m  
Starting at west 
end (GR: ST 
57947 77765) 

0-c.23m: visible 
c.23-57m: not visible 
c.57-237m: 
Low bank 
c.237-365m: faint & 
intermittent 
 

Not visible 0-c.23m: bank borders level area L2  
c.23-57m: Unnatural looking hollowing to hillside 
with low undergrowth 
Occasional hazel on bank, largest= 2 x c.1m 
diameter at base 
c.280-365m stonework intermittently on wood side 
of bank 
0-365m intermittent remains of wire fence visible 

4. East section 
(South side) 
485m 
Starting at west 
end (GR: ST 
57939 77657) 

c.55-160m: possible 
bank- unclear c.330m: 
possible bank visible 
through swimming lake 
fence- unclear 

Not visible 0-c.270m: 1930s housing estate to south has 
encroached boundary  
c.320m: wall visible through swimming lake fence 
 

5. South section 
(East side) 
169m 

Not visible Not visible 1930s housing estate to east  has encroached 
entire boundary 

6. South section 
(West side) 
225m  
Starting at south 
end (GR: ST 
57947 77394) 
 

No clear bank visible- 
high levels of garden 
waste inhibiting view 

Not visible 1980s housing estate to west  
c.10-25m: 
Wall visible on top of what may have been a bank.  
c.25m-225m: 
Remains of wall occasionally visible  
0-225m: 
Intermittent remains of 2 lines of fencing 
immediately west of wall 
c.40m: field maple stool (A.29) on wall remains 
c.100m: hazel (A.30) on wall remains 

7. West section 
(South side) 
100m  
Starting at east 
end (GR: ST 
57893 77614) 

0-c.20m: bank not visible 
c.20-50m: bank possible 
but high levels of garden 
waste 
c.50m- 100m: bank 
clearly visible 

Not visible  
Tarmac path to south 
of bank, associated 
with 1980s housing 
development may 
have obliterated an 
external ditch 

c.20m: wall visible in fair condition,  
c.25-100m: wall remains intermittently visible on 
bank, stones from wall observed fallen to south 
 
 

8. West section 
(North side) 
182m  
Starting at east 
end (GR: ST 
57896 77732) 

Visible along most of 
boundary 

Visible along entire 
boundary 

Remains of wall set into bank facing ditch visible 
intermittently 
0-c.47m: bank borders level area L1 
Box (Buxus) located at: 7, 71, 84, 89, 105, 108, 
116, 121, 125 & 171m 
c.78m: ash stool on bank (A.48) 
c.118m:hawthorn (Crataegus) stool on bank (A.40) 
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a   b  
Figure 15: Boundary 1, north section (west side). Ditch and bank viewed from 
(a) south, with wood to right (b) west 
Photo: author 

   
Figure 16: Boundary 2, north section (east side). Ditch and bank 
viewed from north, with wood to the right 
Photo: author 

   
Figure 17: Boundary 6, south section (west side). Wall viewed 
from east, looking out of the wood 
Photo: author 
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Figure 18: Boundary 7, west section (south side). Bank viewed 
from east, with wood to the right 
Photo: author 

  
Figure 19: Boundary 8, west section (north side). Ditch and 
bank viewed from the west, with wood to the right 
Photo: author 

  
Figure 20: Boundary 8, west section (north side). Remains 
of wall set into bank, facing ditch. Viewed from north 
Photo: author 
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4.3 Other features 

4.3.1 Level areas 

Areas conspicuously level in comparison to the surrounding terrain were observed at 

the tops of the slopes, either side of the north section of the wood (fig. 23). The 

 
Figure 23: LIDAR data highlighting the location of level areas 
L1 and L2 
Source: Data.gov.uk, 2017 
  

 
Figure 22: Hazel stool growing on top of 
the bank at boundary 1 (North section, west 
side) 
Photo: author 
 

 
Figure 21: Stone work on wood side of 
bank at boundary 3 (East section, south 
side) 
Photo: author 
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western section level (L1), centring at ST5788277706, is approximately 453m2, with 

vegetation featuring ash and sycamores (Acer pseudoplatanus) up to 30cm dbh. The 

eastern section level (L2), centring at ST5795577760, is approximately 472m2 and of 

a more regular shape than L1. L2 features two sub-circular excavated areas, 

approximately 5m and 10m in length across their longest sides (fig. 24). L2 contains 

low numbers of sycamore, up to 50cm dbh, while hazel is abundant. 

 

4.3.2 Excavated areas  

An area of excavation may have occurred within the east section (E1), ST 57976 

77760 (figs. 25-6). Approximately 20m of the slope appears to be set back from and 

lacking the ground flora of the surrounding terrain. Also, the boundary bank is absent 

along this section (fig. 13).  

A second area of likely excavation is found within the south section (E2), ST 57939 

77462 (figs. 25-6). This section is approximately 23m in width and cuts 12m into the 

hillside in two adjacent semi-circles. Limestone outcrops are visible within the 

cuttings. 

 
Figure 24: Eastern level section (L2) excavated areas viewed 
from the north  
Photo: author 
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Figure 25: LIDAR data highlighting the location of potential excavations 
Source: Data.gov.uk, 2017 
 

 
Figure 26: South section area of excavation (E2) 
Photo: author 
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4.3.3 Pits 

Two ovoid pits were recorded in the east section of the wood, centring at ST 58022 

77734 (figs. 27-8). Pit 1 measures 125 x 160cm, with a depth of 20cm. Pit 2 is 200 x 

250cm, and 40cm deep. The pits were located 6m apart, within the level, river flood 

plain zone. 

 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 27: Approximately location of pits in east section 
 
 

a   b  
  Figure 28: Pits in east sections. a) Pit 1 b) Pit 2. Top of change in slope is highlighted 
  Photos: author 
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5.0: Discussion 

5.1 Notable trees 

5.1.1 Maidens 

Larger maiden trees are generally distributed through the wood according to species 

(table 1). Large horse chestnuts are found in the eastern section, beech in the west 

and oaks in the north and east. This is likely to reflect programs of tree planting by 

previous owners.  

Average ages have been calculated for the larger maidens (table A3, appendix 10.2). 

The calculations demonstrate the difficulties in aging living trees. Counting the 

growth rings of fallen trees within Badock’s Wood, would allow the development of 

site specific growth rates and thus reliable ages for living trees.  

The older ages proposed in this report, suggest that the larger maidens were planted 

while the wood was in the possession of the Llewellin family. However, the younger 

ages would place plantings with the Green family. It is likely that the larger maidens 

at Badock’s Wood had been planted by the time Dr. Badock took ownership of the 

wood. The water features and rides within the wood also appear to have been 

largely in place before Dr. Badock’s ownership, as they can be seen on the 1881 

Ordnance Survey map (fig. 3). Dr. Badock is likely to be responsible for the planting 

of many of the smaller maidens in the wood (table A1, appendix 10.2). The box along 

boundary 8 perhaps representing a final phase in planting before the gifting of the 

wood. 

 

5.1.2 Altered trees  

The hazels of Badock’s Wood are the likely descendants of the subjects of the 

coppicing referred to in the seventeenth century. The areas where hazel is abundant 

may reflect parts of the woodland which have experienced little disturbance in the 

last few centuries (fig.12). Hazels stools with a basal diameter of 100-150 cm and 

exhibiting signs of age such as decay holes (tables 1 and A2, appendix 10.2 and fig. 

22), have the potential to be several hundred years old (Rackham 2006, 202-3; 

WDVTA 2012, 2). 
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It is difficult to establish the age of the ash stools found in the south section of the 

wood. The basal diameters of the stools (c.80-145cm) suggest an age of 270-480 

years (Rackham 1990, 15-16; Rackham 2006, 202-3; WDVTA 2012, 2). Some of the 

stools also exhibit signs of maturity, such as decay holes and burls (table 1 and fig. 

9). However, stools of similar dimensions and morphology can be seen on railway 

embankments approximately 150 years old. Many of the ash stools appear to have 

only been cut once or twice, with the current shoots likely to be 50-100 years old (fig. 

9). Cutting may have last occurred during times of economic stress, such as early 

twentieth century periods of war or depression (Rotherham, Pers. Comm). The basal 

diameters of the stools are similar to the diameter of living ash maidens in the wood 

(tables A1 and A2, appendix 10.2). Many of the ash stools in the south section may 

therefore be the remains of another block of planting, made during the ownership of 

the Llewellin or Green families. The ash are likely to have self-coppiced after cutting, 

rather than being part of an intentional coppicing regime. 

The sycamore stool on the eastern boundary of the south section is of sufficient size 

(table A2, appendix 10.2), to be up to 300 years old (WDVTA 2012, 2). While there 

was a seventeenth century fashion for planting sycamores (Rackham 2006, 203), 

similar stools can be seen on 150 year old railway embankments. 

A number of noteworthy altered trees can also be seen on the bank of boundary 8 

(fig. 13, table 2). Many of the stools along this section have an elongated shape 

along the bank, suggesting that the trees had been laid as part of a hedge. If they 

are considered coppice stools, the largest ash and field maple along the bank have 

diameters indicating ages in the region of 300 years (Rackham 1990, 15-16; WDVTA 

2012, 2). As former laid trees, a slightly younger age is suggested. 

 

5.2 Boundaries 

The banks and ditched recorded at boundaries 1 and 2 (figs. 13-16 and table 2) have 

overall widths averaging to 4m. Woodlands studied in north Somerset, many of 

which are likely to be over 1500 years old, typically have banks and ditches of similar 

dimensions (Knight 2004, 132-3). Documentary evidence suggests woodbanks in 

north Somerset were topped by hedges, the remnants of which may be found as 

large stools (Knight 2004, 154-164). Boundaries 1 and 2 may therefore retain the 

remains of locally typical medieval woodbanks (fig. 22). The banks and hedges may 
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have still been utilised to protect coppice growth in the wood during the seventeenth 

century. Although there is no direct evidence at Badock’s Wood, most woodbanks 

are asserted to have been in place by the thirteenth century (Rackham 1986, 86). It 

is therefore possible that the north section bank and ditch are over 700 years old. 

The banks recorded along boundaries 3, 4, 7 and 8 are likely to be the remains of 

the same boundary feature. Stonework visible at places inside the bank at boundary 

3, may be part of the internal structure of the bank (fig. 21). The stonework on the 

outside of the bank at boundary 8 appears to be a wall revetting the bank (fig.20). 

The ditch at this boundary appears to be large in relation to the size of the bank. It 

has been suggested that the expansion of the ditch and the revetting of the bank 

may have occurred during the postulated creation of a nineteenth century deer park 

(Bryant 2001, 14).  

The wall remains along boundaries 6 and 7 are partially covered by several veteran 

trees (table A2, appendix 10.2). The largest field maple stool may be up to 360 years 

old (fig. 10) (WDVTA 2012, 2). Further enquiry into wall building traditions, as well as 

the distribution of similar walls in the vicinity, may allow the dating of the wall and an 

oldest age for trees in these 

sections. 

5.3 Other features 

5.3.1 Level areas 

Level areas L1 and L2 were both 

visited by rides at the time of the 

1881 survey (fig. 29). The level 

areas may have been landscaped 

as part of a pleasure garden 

design, or the rides added to 

existing features. The absence of 

mature trees within these areas 

suggests the level areas have had 

a different vegetational history 

than the surrounding woodland. 

 

    
Figure 29: L1 and L2: Comparison of LIDAR 
data and the 1881 ordnance survey map. 
Source: Data.gov.uk, 2017 
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5.3.2 Excavated areas 

The areas of excavation observed in the survey (figs. 24-6) are likely to represent 

previously unidentified areas of limestone quarrying.  

 

5.3.3 Pits 

The ovoid pits in the east section (fig. 28) may be tree throw pits, although 

corresponding root plate mounds were not observed.  

 

6.0: Conclusion  

The survey of Badock’s Wood has highlighted the wealth of human relations with the 

study area, reaching back at least 400 years and potentially much earlier. 

Steeply sloped, rocky woods, of little use as farmland, are likely to have always been 

wooded (Rackham 2006, 158). It is possible that the people who built the round 

barrow, harvested food and materials from the wood around 3500 years ago. The 

wood may have continued to act as an important resource through the Iron Age and 

into the medieval period. The wood’s resources became so valuable that it was 

embanked against deer, livestock and human encroachment (Rackham 1986, 86). 

By the seventeenth century, the wood was busy with axes and saws, most likely 

harvesting materials for building, fencing and fires.  

Extensive quarrying took place outside of the wood during the nineteenth century, 

although small-scale quarrying may have occurred within the wood before this time, 

adding the sounds of hammers and chisels to the woodland.  

Changing land use and ownership in the area, as Bristol grew in size and influence, 

impacted upon the boundaries of Badock’s Wood, resulting in the varied boundary 

features seen today.  

The influence of wealthy local families, as well as the national decrease in the 

importance of coppicing in the nineteenth century, may have aided the 

transformation of the wood from a working environment to a pleasure ground of 

planted trees, landscaping and water features. 

Local people today, while strolling through Badock’s Wood, are walking in a 

landscape bearing the traces of hundreds of years of human relations with the 

woodland. 
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7.0 Management recommendations 

7.1 Veteran trees  

The heritage and ecological value of large trees are generally recognised and care 

has been taken to protect such trees. Trees which have been coppiced and appear 

to be of significant age require the same care. 

7.2 Woodbanks 

The bank are of local importance and as such should be protected from the major 

damage which could be caused by heavy machinery. Damage due to human or 

animal trackways should be assessed. Where significant erosion is taking place, 

measures should take place to reroute paths. 

Many of the banks are protected by secondary woodland which has grown outside of 

the ancient boundaries (boundaries 1, 2, 3 and 8). This protects the banks and 

ditches from damage by walkers and machinery and as such the secondary growth 

should be left in place. 

Trees on top or immediately adjacent to the banks and ditches should be routinely 

assessed for potential damage. Trees likely to fall should be cut at base and the 

stump left to rot. 
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10.0 Appendices 

10.1 Supplementary maps 

 

 
Figure A1: Extract from Sturge’s Map of Westbury-on-
Trym, 1817 
 

 
Figure A2: Extract from 1841 tithe map 
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10.2 Tables  

 

Table A1: Location and details of maiden trees within Badock’s Wood. Age estimates 
are derived using White 1998.  

 

Tree 
Identification 
Number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high refers 
to placement on 
slope 

Species 

dbh (cm) 
estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape 
used 

Age in 
2017 
(years) 

Year of 
planting/ 
self-
seeding 

Likely growing 
conditions used in 
calculations 

   

1. North section (west side)    

S.1  1a high 
Horse 
Chestnut  

c.70 Min. 82 
1935 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.2  1a high Oak c.75 107 1910 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.3  1a high Oak 85 124 1893 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.4  1a high Oak c.100 152 1865 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.5  1a mid Oak  c.40 80 1910 Inside woodland    

S.6  1a mid Oak  c.40 80 1910 Inside woodland    

S.7  1a mid Oak  c.50 107 1936 Inside woodland    

S.8  1a mid Oak  c. 50 107 1936 Inside woodland    

S.9  1a high Ash 89 124 1893 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.10  1b low 
Field 
maple 

55 / / Records not available 
   

S.11  1b low Ash c.60 100 1917 Inside woodland 
   

S.12  1b mid 
Horse 
Chestnut 
(dead) 

c.60 Min. 65 
1951 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

2. North section (east side)    

S.13  2a  high Ash 102 152 1865 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.14  2a mid-high Oak  c.70 176 1822 Inside woodland    

S.15  2a mid-high Oak  c.70 176 1822 Inside woodland    

S.16  
2b low 

 

Horse 
Chestnut  

125 Min.218 
1799 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.17  2b mid Ash c.70 118 1899 Inside woodland    

S.18  2b mid Ash c.90 163 1854 Inside woodland    
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Tree 
Identification 
Number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high refers 
to placement on 
slope 

Species 

dbh (cm) 
estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape 
used 

Age in 
2017 
(years) 

Year of 
planting/ 
self-
seeding 

Likely growing 
conditions used in 
calculations 

   

S.19  2b mid-high 
Field 
maple 

c.80 / / 

Records not available, 
but qualifies under 
WDVTA as a veteran & 
may be c.205 years old  

   

3. East section (north side)    

S.20  3a low 
Horse 
Chestnut 

100 Min.146 
1871 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.21  3b low Ash  89 160 1857 Inside woodland    

S.22  3b low 
Fallen 
Ash 

62 103 1914 Inside woodland 
   

S.23  3c low 
Horse 
Chestnut 

169 Min.382 
1635 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.24  3c mid-high Ash  89 160 1857 Inside woodland    

S.25  3c mid-high Ash 75 128 1889 Inside woodland    

S.26  3d low 
Horse 
Chestnut 

115 Min.187 
1830 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.27  3d low 
Horse 
Chestnut 

124 Min.215 
1802 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.28  3d low 
Horse 
Chestnut  

c.80 Min.101 
1916 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.29  3d low 
Horse 
Chestnut  

c.80 Min.101 
1916 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.30  3d mid Ash c.90 163 1854 Inside woodland    

S.31  3e high 
Horse 
Chestnut 

c.50 Min.51 
1966 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

4. East section (south side)    

S.32  4a low 
Horse 
Chestnut 

97 Min.139 
1878 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 
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Tree 
Identification 
Number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high refers 
to placement on 
slope 

Species 

dbh (cm) 
estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape 
used 

Age in 
2017 
(years) 

Year of 
planting/ 
self-
seeding 

Likely growing 
conditions used in 
calculations 

   

S.33  4a low 
Holly 
(Ilex) 

46 57 1960 Inside woodland 
   

S.34  4a low Oak 95 294 1723 Inside woodland    

S.35  4a low 
Fallen 
Oak  

c.100 322 1695 Inside woodland 
   

S.36  4a low 
Fallen 
Oak  

c.100 322 1695 Inside woodland 
   

S.37  4a high 
Yew 
(Taxus) 

110 589 1428 

Note Yew cannot be 
reliably dated by girth! 
Assessed as 'inside 
woodland' 

   

S.38  4a high Oak  c.75  107 1910 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.39  4a high Oak  c.75  107 1910 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.40  4b low Oak 100 322 1695 Inside woodland    

S.41  4b low Oak  c.70  176 1841 Inside woodland    

S.42  4b low Oak  c.70  176 1841 Inside woodland    

S.43  4b low Oak 99 317 1700 Inside woodland    

S.44  4b high Ash c.60 100 1917 Inside woodland    

S.45  4b high Ash c.75 128 1889 Inside woodland    

S.46  4b high Oak  c.60  138 1879 Inside woodland    

S.47  4b high Oak  c.60  138 1879 Inside woodland    

S.48  4b high Oak  c.60  138 1879 Inside woodland    

S.49  4b high Oak  c.60  138 1879 Inside woodland    

S.50  4c high 
Horse 
Chestnut 

c.70 Min.82 
1935 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.51  4c high 
Horse 
Chestnut 

c.80 Min.101 
1916 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.52  4c high 
Horse 
Chestnut 

101 Min.149 
1916 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.53  4c high Oak 106 165 1852 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.54  4c high Oak c.70 100 1917 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.55  4c high Oak  70 100 1917 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.56  4c high Oak 86 126 1891 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.57  4c high Ash c.70 90 1927 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 
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Tree 
Identification 
Number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high refers 
to placement on 
slope 

Species 

dbh (cm) 
estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape 
used 

Age in 
2017 
(years) 

Year of 
planting/ 
self-
seeding 

Likely growing 
conditions used in 
calculations 

   

S.58  4d low-mid Ash c.75 128 1889 Inside woodland    

S.59  4d low-mid Oak 92 278 1739 Inside woodland    

S.60  4d low-mid 
Horse 
Chestnut 

86 Min.113 
1904 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.61  4d low-mid 
Horse 
Chestnut 

88 Min.118 
1899 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.62  4d low-mid 
Horse 
Chestnut 

c.65 Min.73 
1944 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.63  4d low-mid 
Horse 
Chestnut 

100 Min.146 
1871 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.64  4e low 
Horse 
Chestnut 
Stump 

125 Min.223 
1794 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.65  4e low-mid 
Horse 
Chestnut 

92 Min.127 
1890 

(latest) 

‘Inside woodland'  
calculations unavailable 
so based on parkland 
conditions- likely to be 
older 

   

S.66  4e low-mid Oak  70 100 1917 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.67  4e low-mid Oak c.75 125 1892 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

5. South section (east side)    

S.68  5a low Ash c.60 100 1917 Inside woodland    

S.69  5a low Ash c.65 109 1908 Inside woodland    

S.70  5a mid Ash c.80 139 1878 Inside woodland    

S.71  5a high Oaks  c.60 Max.138 
1879 

(latest) 

At edge- should be 
'parkland' but too young 
for equation, so 
assessed as 'inside 
woodland'. Real age 
likely to be younger 

   

S.72  5a high Oaks  c.60 Max.138 
1879 

(latest) 

At edge- should be 
'parkland' but too young 
for equation, so 
assessed as 'inside 
woodland'. Real age 
likely to be younger 
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Tree 
Identification 
Number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high refers 
to placement on 
slope 

Species 

dbh (cm) 
estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape 
used 

Age in 
2017 
(years) 

Year of 
planting/ 
self-
seeding 

Likely growing 
conditions used in 
calculations 

   

S.73  5a high Oaks  c.60 Max.138 
1879 

(latest) 

At edge- should be 
'parkland' but too young 
for equation, so 
assessed as 'inside 
woodland'. Real age 
likely to be younger 

   

6. South section (west side)    

S.74  6a mid 
Fallen 
Ash 

c.60 75 1942 Inside woodland 
   

S.75  6a high 
Horse 
Chestnut 

43 43 1974 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.76  6b high Ash 63 79 1938 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.77  6b high Ash 56 70 1947 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

7. West section (south side)    

S.78  7a 
Field 
maple 

39 / / Records not available  
   

S.79  7a low Ash  c.80  139 1878 Inside woodland    

S.80  7a low Beech c.80 134 1883 Inside woodland    

S.81  7a low Oak c.90 368 1749 Inside woodland    

S.82  7a low Beech  c.100  176 1841 Inside woodland    

S.83  7a mid Beech  c.100  176 1841 Inside woodland    

S.84  7a mid Yew 81 323 1694 

Note Yew cannot be 
reliably dated by girth! 
Assessed as 'inside 
woodland' 

   

S.85  7a mid Ash  c.80  139 1878 Inside woodland    

S.86  7a high Oak 64 153 1864 

At edge- should be 
'parkland' but too young 
for equation, so 
assessed as 'inside 
woodland'. Real age 
likely to be younger 

   

S.87  7a high Oak 75 107 1910 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.88  7b low Beech 78 130 1887 Inside woodland    

S.89  7b low Beech 69 115 1902 Inside woodland    

S.90  7b low Beech 86 146 1871 Inside woodland    

S.91  7b low Beech 115 213 1804 Inside woodland    

S.92  7b low Beech 79 132 1885 Inside woodland    

S.93  7b low Beech 116 216 1801 Inside woodland    

S.94  7b high Oak 99 150 1867 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.95  7b Central Triangle Oak  93 138 1879 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.96  7b Central Triangle Oak 102 156 1861 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 
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Tree 
Identification 
Number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high refers 
to placement on 
slope 

Species 

dbh (cm) 
estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape 
used 

Age in 
2017 
(years) 

Year of 
planting/ 
self-
seeding 

Likely growing 
conditions used in 
calculations 

   

8. West section (north side)    

S.97  8a low Beech  c.70 90 1927 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.98  8a low Beech  c.70 90 1927 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.99  8a low Beech  c.80 107 1910 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.100  8a low Beech  c.80 107 1910 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.101  8a low Oak c.110 174 1843 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.102  8a high Ash c.80 139 1878 Inside woodland    

S.103  8b low Beech c.60 75 1942 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.104  8b low Beech 114 181 1836 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.105  8b low Beech 97 140 1877 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

S.106  8b low 
Horse 
Chestnut 

95 134 1883 
Parkland as close to 
woodland edge 

   

 

 

 

 

Table A2: Locations and details of altered trees within Badock’s Wood. Note that 
only a selection of hazel stools were recorded 

 

Tree  
identification 
number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high 
refers to place-
ment on slope 

Species Type of tree 

Diameter (cm) at 
base unless 
otherwise stated.  
Estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape  

Likely growing  
conditions 

   

1. North section (west side)    

A.1  1a bank Hazel Multistem stool c.65 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

A.2  1b bank Hazel Multistem stool c.85 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

A.3  1b bank Hazel Multistem stool c.70 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

A.4  1b bank Hazel Multistem stool c.95 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

2. North section (east side)    

A.5  2b low Hazel Multistem stool c.100 Inside woodland    
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Tree  
identification 
number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high 
refers to place-
ment on slope 

Species Type of tree 

Diameter (cm) at 
base unless 
otherwise stated.  
Estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape  

Likely growing  
conditions 

   

3. East section (north side)    

A.6  3c high Hazel Multistem stool c.100 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

4. East section (south side)    

A.7  4a low-mid Hazel  Multistem stool c.75-100 Inside woodland    

A.8  4a low-mid Hazel  Multistem stool c.75-100 Inside woodland    

A.9  4a high Hazel Multistem stool c.100 
Southern edge of 
wood 

   

A.10  4a high Hazel Multistem stool c.100 
Southern edge of 
wood 

   

A.11  4b mid-high Hazel Multistem stool c.120 Inside woodland    

A.12  4d low 
Horse chest-
nut 

Recent pollard 86 
Inside woodland, but 
data only available 
for parkland 

   

5. South section (east side)    

A.13  5a top  Sycamore Multistem stool c.200 
Eastern edge of 
wood 

   

A.14  5b low  Ash Multistem stool 102 at 30cm height Inside woodland    

A.15  5b low   Ash  Multistem stool Not measured Inside woodland    

A.16  5b low   Ash  Multistem stool Not measured Inside woodland    

A.17  5b high Ash 
Multistem stool 
possible bun-
dle planting 

c.100 Inside woodland 
   

6. South section (west side)    

A.18  6a low  Ash Multistem stool 113 Inside woodland    

A.19  6a mid Ash Multistem stool c.100 Inside woodland    

A.20  6a mid Ash Multistem stool c.100 Inside woodland    

A.21  6a next to wall Ash Multistem stool Not measured 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

A.22  6a next to wall Field maple Multistem stool Not measured 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

A.23  6b mid Ash Multistem stool c.100 Inside woodland    

A.24  6b mid Ash Multistem stool c.90 Inside woodland    

A.25  6b mid Ash Multistem stool c.145 Inside woodland    

A.26  6b mid Ash Multistem stool c.80 Inside woodland    

A.27  6b mid Ash Multistem stool c.135 Inside woodland    

A.28  6b mid Ash Multistem stool c.80 Inside woodland    

A.29  6b on wall 
Field maple 
on wall re-
mains 

Multistem stool 131 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

A.30  6b on wall Hazel Multistem stool c.150 
Western edge of 
wood 

   

7. West section (south side)    

A.31  7a low  Hazel Multistem stool 78 Inside woodland    

A.32  7a mid-high Hazel  Multistem stool c.90 Inside woodland    

A.33  7a mid-high Hazel  Multistem stool c.90 Inside woodland    
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Tree  
identification 
number 

Location  
(see fig. 4) 
Low/ mid/ high 
refers to place-
ment on slope 

Species Type of tree 

Diameter (cm) at 
base unless 
otherwise stated.  
Estimated (c.) 
otherwise tape  

Likely growing  
conditions 

   

A.34  7a mid-high Hazel  Multistem stool c.90 Inside woodland    

A.35  7b low Hazel  Multistem stool c.80 Inside woodland    

A.36  7b high Hazel Multistem stool c.60 Inside woodland    

8. West section (north side)    

A.37  8a on bank Field maple Multistem stool c.75 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.38  8a on bank Field maple 
Multistem stool 
- unclear 

c.50 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.39  8a on bank Field maple 
Multistem stool 
- unclear 

c.40 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.40  8a on bank Field maple Multistem stool c.100 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.41  8a on bank Sycamore Multistem stool c.50 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.42  8a on bank Ash Multistem stool c.80 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.43  8a on bank Hawthorn Multistem stool c.100 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.44  8a on bank Sycamore Multistem stool c.65 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.45  
8a c. 4m south 
of bank 

Oak Stub pollard 30 at 1m height Inside woodland 
   

A.46  
8a next to 
bank 

Hazel Multistem stool c.60 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.47  
8a next to 
bank 

Hazel Multistem stool c.80 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.48  8a on bank Ash Multistem stool 108 at 20cm height 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.49  8a on bank 
Unidentified 
thorn 

Multistem stool c.60 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.50  8a on bank 
Unidentified 
thorn 

Multistem stool c.60 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.51  8a on bank 
Unidentified 
thorn 

Multistem stool c.60 
Northern edge of 
wood 

   

A.52  8a on bank 
Unidentified 
thorn 

Multistem stool c.60 
Northern edge of 
wood 
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Table A3: Average age calculations for horse chestnut, oak and beech maidens. 

Distinctly older ages for 4 horse chestnut may be an anomaly due to specific growing conditions, such as proximity to a 
spring. The ages have therefore been calculated omitting the older trees. 

Two sets of calculations have also been produced for oak, as two groups of ages were found for similar sized trees, 
depending on whether they were assessed as having grown inside or at the edge of the woodland. 

 Horse chestnut 
over 80cm dbh 
(east section) 

Horse chestnut 
over 80cm dbh 
(east section) 
without ‘oldest’ 

Oak over 70cm 
dbh (north & 
east sections)  

Oak 
over 70cm dbh 
(north & east 
sections) 
without ‘oldest’ 

Beech over 70cm 
dbh (west 
sections) 

 218  107 107 134 
 146 146 124 124 176 
 382  152 152 176 
 187 187 176 176 146 
 215  176 176 213 
 101 101 294  216 
 101 101 322  107 
 139 139 322  107 
 101 101 107 107 181 
 149 149 107 107 140 
 113 113 322   

 118 118 176 176  

 146 146 176 176  

 223  317   

 127 127 165 165  

   100 100  

   100 100  

   126 126  

   278   

   100 100  

   125 125  

TOTAL 2466 1428 3872 2017 1596 
AVERAGE 
AGE 

164 130 184 134 160 

PLANTED 1853 1887 1833 1883 1857 

 

 




